The aim of the paper is to investigate numerically the effect of a DC positive corona discharge between two parallel wire electrodes of different diameter along an insulating aerofoil surface in low subsonic compressible flow. The modeling takes into account the two characteristic regions of the phenomenon: the corona sheath, surrounding the smaller diameter electrode, and the ion drift zone. The electric force is modeled by a simplified form of the electromagnetic tensor via the coupling between Electrostatic and Navier-Stokes equations. The corona discharge system is effective in preventing flow separation, reducing total aerofoil drag and enhancing the heat and mass transfer between aerofoil and the surrounding flow.
Introduction
In the aerospace industry, a long running ambition has been to reduce aircraft drag, to manage flow separation over wing and control surfaces and to improve engine efficiency. While several concepts for flow control are being researched at present they do not lend themselves to practical application in aircraft due to issues associated with manufacturing, systems and operations [1] . It is now clear that the aerospace research community is looking ahead for new flow control technologies [2] .
In this context, research groups have initiated research on devices using atmospheric pressure discharges for drag reduction and control of separation.
The plasma technology will have several advantages in aerospace applications. For example, plasmas are planar/ volumetric processes and can cover very large surfaces [3] . Such properties are rarely obtained through more conventional methods because of the nature of the actuators or the cumbersome problem of manufacturing distributed actuators. Furthermore, the amount of energy needed for sustaining a glow discharge appears to be much lower than for conventional flow control methods. EHD devices also offer simplicity, robustness and intrinsic reliability.
The atmospheric plasma technology that may be applied in aeronautics, as flow control techniques, is based on the corona discharges, filamentary discharges or glow discharges phenomena. The first two usually refer to discharges, which appear spatially non-uniform, consisting of discrete discharges. The term glow discharge is used when the discharge appears spatially uniform. These judgements are based on physical appearance and are often subjective. Corona discharges occur locally in regions of high electric field near points or edges prior to the onset of electrical breakdown. They are often not luminous. It is a low current, continuous phenomenon whereas sparking or electrical breakdown is a transient, localized, high current (often damaging) discharge. Filamentary discharges have luminous short-lived (tens of nanoseconds), relatively high current, streamers penetrating across the electrode gap and originating at many locations. The glow discharge is high current and appears as a uniformly illuminated discharge. This method makes it possible to cover large areas, including the wings and fuselage of aircraft, with a thin layer of plasma at low energy cost. It is also possible to accelerate boundary layer flows up to several tens of meters per second [3] .
The paper investigates numerically the effect of a DC corona discharge between two parallel wire electrodes of different diameter along an insulating aerofoil surface at low subsonic compressible flow. The computations were made at the mean radius of the rotor blade of the Spey axial-compressor, model 555-15, where massive separation occurs at a free-stream Mach number of 0.1467 (50 m s À1 ), Reynolds number 2.8 million and zero degrees incidence. The turbulent transition was fixed at 20% chord. Fig. 1 shows the Mach number contours around the aerofoil. These results have been obtained numerically with and without a DC Corona discharge on the upper surface of the aerofoil. It can be inferred that this flow control technique is effective in preventing flow separation and reducing drag.
First we review the experimental results related to a DC corona discharge between two parallel wire electrodes of different diameter along an insulating surface [4, 5] . These results are put into the iterative scheme, the equations for which are detailed in the following sections.
DC corona discharge-experimental results
Both DC and AC fields can be used to produce corona discharge if the applied field exceeds a certain threshold, known as breakdown electric field E B , which depends strongly on point corona effect.
The corona discharge is characterized as unipolar or bipolar according to whether one or both electrodes are active. A unipolar corona is called positive or negative according to the polarity of the active electrode. Knowing that the positive ions are mainly produced in air, we assume in this study a positive unipolar corona discharge.
For these conditions, when the applied voltage creates a localized electric field greater than E B at the anode, the small diameter electrode is surrounded by an ionization region where the most corona-initiated plasma chemistry occurs and the free charges are produced. Inside this region, where the electric field will drop off to the E B value at a radius r 0 from the electrode surface, the charge production is initiated by the free trigger electrons, which are created by natural ionizing events, radioactivity, ultraviolet light or particular surface treatments. The electrons from the ionization region are drawn towards the corona electrode and there, in the high electric field, generate many electron-positive ion pairs by collision. This results in an electron avalanche that moves towards the corona electrode leaving behind the positive ions formed during the process. These positive ions drift towards a relatively low electric field outside the ionization region where, under Colombian and convective forces effects, they are forced away along the electric field lines and drawn towards the nearest electrical ground. Collisions between the ions and the air, transfer momentum to the fluid and create a plume-like gas flow. The positive ions from the drift region do not acquire sufficient energy to produce either significant ionization in air or electron ejection at the cathode. However under particular conditions (space charge effects, increase of the airflow velocity, transient or stationary discharges) the positive ions and the electrons from the drift region produce both important ionization in air and secondary electron emission from the cathode. This leads to the generalized glow discharge or to the filamentary discharge regimes, which are no more compatible with the positive unipolar corona model and should be described by a strongly ionized plasma model, where electron-ion multiple Coulomb interactions are dominant.
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When a high DC potential difference is applied between two electrodes of different diameter along an insulating surface, the experimental investigation [4, 5] identified five corona discharge regimes. The range of these different regimes may vary significantly as a function of geometric or atmospheric parameters. Moreover, the discharge regime and the discharge current intensity depend on the freestream velocity. Among these discharge regimes the most important are: the generalized glow discharge and the high spot type discharge.
Compared to the generalized glow discharge, the main advantages of the high spot discharge are its stability and the high current value that can be obtained under a certain airflow velocity. With the high spot discharge the ions from the drift region between electrodes cannot produce either significant ionization in air or secondary electron emission from the cathode. This makes the high spot discharge compatible with the DC positive unipolar corona discharge model. Fig. 2 shows the current density as a function of the airflow velocity for the generalized glow discharge and the high spot discharge regimes. In the case of generalized glow discharge, the anode potential is +22.9 kV, whereas in the case of the high spot discharge the anode potential is +25 kV. For both cases the cathode potential is À10 kV and the distance between electrodes is 4 cm. Below 25 m s À1 the high spot discharge is less sensitive to the free airflow than the generalized glow discharge. However, above 25 m s À1 , the high spot type discharge becomes a generalized glow discharge and as a consequence, the current density increases very sharply, until 3 mA m À1 at jjṽjj ¼ 30 m s À1 . In order to model the generalized glow discharge regime we assume that the plasma is weakly ionized and hence the force on the charge particles is equivalent to the force acting on the fluid itself. This force is termed paraelectric by Roth et al. [6] and is modelled as a body force term [7] in Navier-Stokes equations governing the fluid flow. In fact, these assumptions make the generalized glow discharge compatible with the DC positive unipolar corona discharge model. However, a strongly ionized plasma model would have been more appropriate for the study of this phenomenon. On the other hand, these simplified assumptions allow developing a numerical strategy for one fluid model equations, which can further be generalized to strongly or weakly ionized plasma models.
The governing equations
In this study we model the DC positive unipolar corona discharge taking into account the two characteristic regions of the phenomenon: the corona sheath and the ion drift zone. The Peek and Cobine's semi-empirical relation [8, 9] is used inside of the ionization region to determine the electric field at the surface of corona (E 0 ), whereas the coupling between the compressible Navier-Stokes and Maxwell equations are used in the positive ion drift region. We also assume that the ionization region is extremely thin and the Navier-Stokes and Maxwell equations are valid in the whole computational domain.
The electric field value E 0 obtained via the Peek and Cobine's relation is used as a boundary condition associated with the Poisson's equation.
In this context we analyse succinctly the fluid flow equations and propose a generalized conservation law form of Navier-Stokes equations where the external body force ARTICLE IN PRESS term, which models in the continuum framework the collisions of positive ions with the neutral molecules of the fluid, is implicitly replaced by the divergence of the electromagnetic tensor. This allows us, under particular assumption, to reformulate the Navier-Stokes equations in a conservative form, which is compatible with the numerical fluid algorithm used.
In the absolute system of coordinates the momentum equation with the external gravitational and Lorentz force terms is
From Maxwell's equations analyses the Lorentz force can be replaced by the following relation:
where the components of electromagnetic tensor are given by
Therefore, we obtain another expression of the momentum equation
with the tensor p given by
The components of the viscous tensor t are given by
The balance equation (4) can be interpreted as a form of the total momentum rṽ þ emẼ ÂH conservation. In fact, the electromagnetic field exchanges momentum with the fluid, so the total momentum of both ðrṽ þ emẼ ÂHÞ remains conserved. Therefore Eq. (4) can be reformulated as a continuity equation
with
The negative of the associated total momentum flux, À C, is the properly defined, dynamically valid Maxwell tensor [10] . It holds its ground for finite frequencies, nonvanishing velocities of the medium, including dissipations and gravitational field effect. It is known that while the electromagnetic force is microscopically simply the Lorentz force, its macroscopic form is more complicated, and given by expressions such as the Maxwell tensor and, in particular conditions, the Kelvin force.
The generally accepted method to derive the electromagnetic or ''ponderomotive'' force f P i is the Landau and Lifshitz's completely macroscopic relation [10] :
where PðT; rÞ denotes the zero-field pressure, i.e. the pressure that is there for given temperature and density, but without the external field. In fact, since ÀC ij;j is the total force on a volume element and ÀP ;i the force at zero field, their difference f P i must be the force due to the external field. However, in practical evaluation it should be taken into account that the zerofield pressure PðT; rÞ is not a unique quantity, because its value depends on the chosen variables, e.g. PðT; rÞaPðs; rÞ, where s is the entropy density.
As a consequence of the macroscopic form of the electromagnetic force (9) it can be inferred that no term should be added to the electromagnetic tensor in order to take into account the influence of the local variation of the density of the fluid on the electromagnetic force. All these effects are implicitly taken into account in the momentum conservation equation (7) via the definition of the Maxwell tensor (8) .
In order to formulate the energy conservation equation, the total internal energy balance can be written as
where
The source terms account for Joule heating effect and potential energy. To the total internal energy balance is associated with the electromagnetic energy balance, which is written as
Substituting (11) in (10) the following total energy balance is obtained
If in the model achieved by Eqs. (7) and (12), the magnetic and gravitational effects are neglected, and the continuity equation is taken into account, the fluid equations under the influence of the stationary electric field can be written in the conservative variables as
The set of fluid equations (13) is closed by the caloric gas equation and the ideal gas law
According to the momentum conservation equation (7) and the expression of the macroscopic electromagnetic force (9), the simplified form of the electromagnetic tensor (14) is valid for both incompressible and compressible flow regimes.
The conservation law form of the Navier-Stokes equations (13) , which takes into account the simplified electromagnetic tensor T (14), is coupled with the electrostatic equations: the Poisson's equation
and the conservation of electric charge equation
Assuming that the Corona discharge is steady (implying constant discharge current) and the rate of volume dilatation of the fluid v i,i can be neglected on the electric grid, the above equations lead to following two simplified problems.
Electrostatic problem
To find a self-consistent description of potential and charge structures by steady simultaneous computation of both quantities from the following two sub-problems:
Poisson's problem:
with following boundary conditions:
at aerofoil wall and far away from the corona wire,
f ¼ À10 kV at the cathode,
where E 0 is the normal component of the electric field evaluated by the Peek and Cobine's relation
where m 2 ½0:67; 1 is an empirical surface roughness factor; b ¼ 298p=T is the relative atmospheric density factor. At T ¼ 298 K and p ¼ 1 atm, b ¼ 1.
In this study we assume that E 0 ¼ 29 KV cm À1 . This value leads to an initiation voltage for the corona discharge of ðDfÞ c ¼ 33 KV, which being less than the voltage between the electrodes of the EHD actuator, insures the existence of the corona discharge.
Conservation of electric charge problem:
at the surface of the corona sheath, Remarks: The fundamental difficulty in solving the electrostatic problem is that the charge density either at the surface of the corona sheath ðr c0 Þ or at other locations ðr c1 ; r cw Þ is not known a priori. This makes it necessary to provide information and assumptions in addition to the boundary conditions for the electric potential.
(A) The behaviour of the total discharge current is known [11, 12] and it corresponds to the high spot and glow discharge regimes. Under the weakly ionized plasma assumptions both discharge regimes are supposed compatible with the positive unipolar corona discharge model, which takes into account the net free charge via the simplified electromagnetic tensor from the relation (14) . The data from Fig. 2 are used as guide-line in the computing. According to these experimental results the discharge current I c can be assumed constant until 25 m s À1 . For velocities greater than 25 m s À1 the numerical evaluations of I c are made by linear interpolation.
(B) For estimating the charge density at the cathode r c1 and at the aerofoil wall between the electrodes r cw , we assume that these values are of the same order as those from the static case, when the velocity of the flow is neglected. In this case Eq. (24) becomes
and it is integrated by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method starting at the surface of the corona sheath along the directions of the force lines of the electric field [13] . The charge density at the surface of the corona sheath, r c0 , is guessed based upon the total discharge current value, which is almost constant until 25 m s À1 , according to previous hypothesis. The problems (29) and (18) are iterated until the solution is self-consistent with the total current discharge I c supposed known. The charge density r c0 is updated using previously determined values and the following correction relation:
where the last two solutions of the potential along each k field force line are used.
(C) Consequently, the electric problems are iterated, at a given velocity field, for an initial guessed charge density r c0 and the boundary conditions r c1 and r cw , till the total current reaching the cathode balances the assumed known discharge current
where the integration is taken along the active surface of the cathode.
(D) According to boundary condition (19), we assume that at the aerofoil surface, between electrodes, the electric field is parallel to the wall.
In general, the ionic wind and the electric field distribution depend on the electrodes configuration and their location with respect to the aerofoil surface. A better boundary condition between the electrodes would have been
whereẼ k represents the electric field along the k force line in the vicinity of the wall. However, the field distribution in the wall vicinity should be found experimentally and depends on the relative position of the two electrodes with respect to the aerofoil surface.
Fluid problem
The conservation law form of the two-dimensional timedependent compressible Navier-Stokes equations (13) can be expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates as follows:
wherê
The conserved variables vector Q and the inviscid flux vectorsF ,Ĝ are defined by Q ¼ ðr; ru; rv;ēÞ t ,
whereē ¼ re is the total internal energy per unit volume. The Jacobian transformation between the Cartesian variable (x,y) and the body fitted coordinates ðx; ZÞ is given by
The metrics x ;x , x ;y , etc., are formed from the derivatives of x ;x , x ;Z , etc., using the relations x ;x ¼ Jy ;Z ; x ;y ¼ ÀJx ;Z ; x ;t ¼ Àx ;t x ;x À y ;t x ;y , Z ;x ¼ ÀJy ;x ; Z ;y ¼ ÀJx ;x ; Z ;t ¼ Àx ;t Z ;x À y ;t Z ;y .
The contravariant velocities are
The corresponding viscous flux vectorsF v ,Ĝ v are given as follows:
Boundary conditions: Both viscous and inviscid solid wall boundary conditions are implemented using the set values on the Ghost Cells approach. The main advantage of the transformed equations in generalized coordinates is that boundary surfaces in the physical plan can be mapped onto rectangular surfaces in the transformed plane.
Application of a solid wall boundary condition always requires the determination of a wall pressure, which is typically specified by applying the normal momentum equation. For slip wall condition, the wall pressure expression in generalized coordinates is
;x Þ, where U ¼ x ;x u þ x ;y v þ x ;t and V ¼ 0. For viscous flow we enforce U ¼ 0 in the previous inviscid conditions. For farfield boundary conditions the flow is assumed inviscid and the Riemann invariants compatibility equations are used for setting the following conditions:
Inflow : r; re given and rv i extrapolated, Outflow : rv i given and p ij n j ¼ 0; re ;i n i ¼ 0.
Remarks: (1) In order to simplify the computational problem, the conservation law form of the Navier-Stokes equations (13) is written in terms of the generalized coordinates.
A general, two-dimensional transformation between the Cartesian variable (x,y) and the generalized coordinates ðx; ZÞ is implied. The Cartesian C-grid physical domain is mapped into a square computational domain (Fig. 3) . Thus the effect of boundary shape has been removed from the numerical problem, allowing the governing equations to be discretized and solved in the square computational domain, where both the aerofoil surface and the wake cut line act as outer boundary.
(2) The two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations (33) were solved using an upwind implicit predictor/corrector cell-centred finite-volume scheme [14] . A modified version of the simple algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model, as well as the Sutherland's law for viscosity and Prandtl analogy for thermal conductivity were employed for these investigations. To attenuate the numerical oscillations at the stagnation points, the upwind flux vector splitting method of Van Leer [15] was applied to the convective fluxes. Flow variables at the wake cut were calculated as the average linear extrapolation from above and below the cut.
The turbulence model used in this investigation does not explicitly take into account the effects of the electric force. However, as it can be inferred from the expression (9), the electric force has an implicit effect, via Maxwell tensor, on the turbulence. This effect has not been rigorously investigated in the present study.
Numerical strategy
Neglecting the local curvature of the aerofoil and assuming the experimental results found in the case of the two electrodes flat plate actuator to be valid, the effect of a similar configuration was located on the upper surface of a datum aerofoil in the region of separated flow. The two coupled electrostatic and fluid problems are solved on two different grids as shown in Fig. 3 .
The rectangular electric grid is disposed on the fluid computational domain with the electrode configuration located downstream of the separation point into the region of reverse flow. The electric effect of the steady Corona discharge is assumed to be effective in an electrode centred rectangle with the edge seven times the inter-electrode distance. The curvature of the aerofoil wall in this region was neglected, thus allowing the use of a simple Cartesian coordinate system without any other transformation of coordinates for the electric grid.
The following series of steps describes the numerical technique:
Step 1: The Poisson's problem (18)- (22) is solved on the electric grid assuming r c 0 . It is solved using the usual five-point difference operator in conjunction with the successive over-relaxation method.
According to the Deutsch's assumption, the spacecharge affects only the magnitude and not the direction of the electric field. Therefore, the electric field distribution is determined and the k force lines of the electric field, which start at the surface of the corona sheath and terminate at the cathode, are introduced. The direction of the k field force lines can be inferred from Fig. 4 .
Step 2: An initial charge density at the surface of the corona sheath r c0 is guessed and the problem without flow is solved on the electric grid following the method described in the Section 4 (B), using the relations (29) and (30). As a result the charge density is obtained both at the cathode, as r c1 , and in the vicinity of the wall, between the two electrodes as r cw . The field-charge density obtained will be used as initial data in following step:
Step 3: Having all boundary conditions evaluated for the Electrostatic problem, the space charge density equation (24) the Patankar's control volume method [16] , the conservation of the electric charge problem is solved simultaneously with the Poisson's equation until the solution is selfconsistent. As a result the distribution of the electric field, the field-charge density and the electromagnetic tensor are obtained. The total discharge current reaching the cathode (31) is calculated and used to check the iterative process.
Step 4: The electromagnetic tensor is then injected into the region of the fluid grid corresponding to the electric grid. The fluid problem (33) is integrated forward in time, until the steady solution is obtained asymptotically after a sufficient number of variable time steps.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 as long as (42) is not accomplished after a certain number of iterations, return to Step 2, where this time, the total density current I c is the last value obtained at Step 3. This value is greater than the old I c from Step 2.
The new guess for r c0 in Step 2 is computed based upon previously determined values at this level and use the secant root finding technique.
Eventually, the iterations are stopped when the total discharge current is greater than a limited value.
Numerical results
The numerical investigation accomplished on the rotor blade of the Spey axial-compressor, model 555-15, at mean radius, free-stream Mach number of 0.1467 (50 m s À1 ), Reynolds number 2.8 million and zero degrees incidence, show that the ionic wind induced by DC corona discharge tends to generate, under the influence of the electric field (Fig. 4) , span-wise vortex structures in the region of separated flow. These vortices modify the turbulent structure in the vicinity of the wall, and hence change the flow field around the aerofoil. As a consequence, the aerodynamic characteristics of the aerofoil are improved. The distributions of the pressure coefficient and skin friction coefficient along the aerofoil chord are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. In the case without discharge, the wavy pattern of the coefficients is due to the separation flow which occurs on the upper surface of the aerofoil. This can also be inferred from Fig. 1a and can be explained by the increase of the pressure upstream and in the vicinity of the separation point. The profile of the velocities in the boundary layer changes partially the direction creating a recirculating flow region downstream of the separation point. This will locally increase the flow velocity downstream diminishing the pressure. These fluctuations of pressure at the aerofoil surface induce the opposite wavy pattern of two aerodynamic coefficients.
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Under the corona discharge effect, the separation flow region is considerably diminished, and as the results demonstrate, an obvious drag reduction can be inferred. The effect of the EHD actuator on the flow modifies significantly the wall pressure distribution at the wall, where the discharge induces increase in kinetic power linearly with the discharge current.
Conclusions
The two-wire DC corona discharge experimental results were used in conjunction with the compressible Navier--Stokes and electrostatic governing equations to numerically study the effect of ionic wind on the aerodynamic characteristics of a datum aerofoil. The turbulence was taken into account through a modified version of the algebraic Boldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The two main findings indicate that a drag reduction occurs and that a significant improvement of the aerodynamic characteristics for an applied potential difference of 35 kV at a flow regime result, where initially the datum aerofoil experiences flow separation.
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